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Quality at scale:

the voice of the next generation
When it comes to voice communications, quality matters. A lot. tyntec’s inbound and outbound voice
services provide you just that—and help you add instant global voice connectivity with our high
capacity SIP trunking.
It not only sounds great—we built it on top of our carrier-grade platform, directly connected to all
major voice providers in the world—it’s also built on our highly resilient SIP trunking architecture so
that you can count on us whenever you need to scale on demand.

tyntec Distinction
Instant voice connectivity built on tyntec’s carrier-grade platform with direct
connections to the world’s major voice providers

Worldwide coverage for voice
outbound, connecting over
200 countries

tyntec’s resilient SIP trunking
architecture, ensuring
reliable call completion—
even during traffic spikes

Use Case

Anonymous Calling
When privacy is called for, voice answers.

01

An online auction platform
assigns voice-enabled
temporary numbers to ads
and merchandise.

02

Seller talks with Buyer
through that number.

03

When the transaction is
completed, the temporary
number is disposed.

Real-time, two-sided markets—those massive platforms whose customers are looking for a date, sell
a car, or bid on antiques—call for unique ways of establishing trust between users. After all, no one
wants to disclose their real phone number to total strangers.
But give them a voice-enabled temporary phone number ensuring their anonymity and safety—and
let them engage without revealing their identity—and you‘ve won their hearts and minds.

Key Features
2-way voice worldwide: Choose voice inbound and outbound as a package or opt for a standalone service.
Voice & SMS numbers: Get one virtual number with SMS and voice capability, and let your customers decide
how to contact you. (We provide numbers in US, Canada, UK, Italy, and Poland.)

Interface: Default connection by SIP, the standard for most enterprises.
Wide range of codecs: Support G.711, G.729, iLBC, among others.
Caller ID: Ensured for over 100 destinations with reliable CLI delivery through tyntec’s stable connections.
Number information: Support for roaming ranges and number portability.

About tyntec
tyntec (www.tyntec.com) is a telecom-web convergence company that connects the immediacy and
convenience of telecom with the power of the Internet. Partnering with telecom operators around
the world, tyntec enables enterprises and Internet brands to power their applications, authentication,
and mission-critical communications with universal mobile services such as SMS, voice and phone
numbers in the cloud.
Founded in 2002, tyntec employs over 150 people in six offices around the globe, serving more than
500 global businesses, Internet brands and telecom operators.
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